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argue that the doctrine must stand or fall by the way it works
in practice. He asks teachers to observe that the best methods
of teaching are, as a matter of fact, echoes of the ways in which
the race learned; thus regarding parallelism as no doctrinaire
theory, but as a broad and fair summary of teaching ex-
perience itself. He indicates many applications to the teach-
ing of mathematics, and states his belief that, "whether or not
parallelism is a literal incontrovertible fact, it is demonstrable
that the most effective presentations of mathematics are those
which follow the historical evolution."
While the principle applies to education in its widest and
most comprehensive sense, it is perhaps in the teaching of
various subjects that it finds its detailed applications. Thus
a study of literature might well begin with fairy-tales, myths,
and legends, going on through tales of adventure to the study
of poetry and philosophical literature: similarly, a scheme for
teaching musical appreciation would most properly be based
on the recapitulative principle. A broad acceptance of the
principle is really implied in Armstrong's heuristic xnethod of
teaching science—that method by which the child is put in
the position of the discoverer and allowed to find out things
for himself. In mathematics the principle has far-reaching
applications both to schemes of work and to individual topics.1
One example must suffice. In 1923 appeared the Mathe-
matical Association's report, The Teaching of Geometry in Schools,
a compilation of valuable suggestions from teachers of learn-
ing and experience. One of its main recommendations is that
the teaching of school geometry should be divided into three
stages: (i) experimental, (ii) deductive, (iii) logical. Little is
said about history in this report, and the above conclusion
is a summary of collective experience rather than the working
out of a theory. But although this is the case, the stages can
equally well be deduced from the history of the subject, corre-
sponding as they do to (i) the Egyptian stage, (ii) the stage of
Thales and the early Greeks, and (iii) the stage of Euclid and
the great Greek geometers.
1 See Nunn, The Tf aching of Algebra, and B. Branford,y4 Study of Math**
matical Education.

